## BACKGROUND

1. **START TIME**

2. **FIELD WORKER'S CODE**

3. **DATE OF INTERVIEW (DD/MM/YYYY)**

4. **NAME OF PERSON WHO HAS CHANGED RESIDENCE**

5. **DATE OF BIRTH FOR PERSON WHO HAS MOVED (DD/MM/YYYY)**

6. **ID OF ROOM WHERE PERSON CURRENTLY SLEEPS**

7. **USAGE OF THE ROOM WHERE PERSON SLEEPS** (CODE SHEET A<sup>8</sup>)

8. **CURRENT HOUSEHOLD ID**

9. **CURRENT HOUSEHOLD HEAD ROOM ID**

10. **PERSON'S LINE NUMBER IN CURRENT HOUSEHOLD**

11. **PERSON'S RELATIONSHIP TO CURRENT HOUSEHOLD HEAD** (CODE SHEET A<sup>1</sup>)

   *(If OTH specify…………………………………………………………………………….)*

12. **ID OF PERSON WHO HAS MOVED**

13. **RESULT OF INTERVIEW** (CODE SHEET A<sup>7</sup>)

## PREVIOUS RESIDENCE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF CHANGE OF RESIDENCE

1. **For how long did you/(NAME) stay in the previous location?**
   - M=MONTHS; Y=YEARS; D=DON'T KNOW; N=NO DURATION GIVEN
   - DURATION

2. **On which date did you/(NAME) change residence? (DD/MM/YYYY)**

3. **What was the most important reason why you/(NAME) moved to the current residence?**

4. **CODE FOR MOST IMPORTANT REASON WHY PERSON MOVED HERE** (CODE SHEET A<sup>3</sup>)

5. **What was the most important reason why you/(NAME) moved from the previous residence?**

6. **CODE FOR MOST IMPORTANT REASON WHY PERSON MOVED FROM PREVIOUS RESIDENCE** (CODE SHEET A<sup>4</sup>)

7. Did you/(NAME) move here alone, (W) with whole previous household, (P) with part of the previous household, (D) with member(s) of other DSS Household(s), (N) with non DSS household members (O) Other? *(Specify…………………………………………………………………………….)*

8. **DID YOU/(NAME) MOVE HERE TO (F) FORM A NEW HOUSEHOLD, (J) JOIN A HOUSEHOLD OR (R) RELOCATED WITH WHOLE HOUSEHOLD?**

9. **IF (F), EXPLAIN ………………………………………………………………………………………………**
MATCHING PARTICULARS – CHECK 1.12 [IF ID IS KNOWN, SKIP TO 4.1]

3.1 What is the **full** name of head of your previous household? .................................................................

3.2 Which ethnic group does head of your previous household belong to? (CODE SHEET A)

3.3 What is the name of area where your previous household located in?
   (SPECIFY SLUM/SUB-LOCATION/VILLAGE/OTHER NAME)
   (S)...........................................(SL)...........................................(V)...........................................(O)...........................................

3.4 What is the **full** name of the village head?........................................................................................

3.5 What is the **full** name of the owner of the previous structure where your household was located in?
  ........................................................................................................................................................................

3.6 What is the **full** name of the agent for owner of the previous structure? ..................................................

3.7 Please give me up to four spots near the previous structure? (e.g., SHOPS, BARS, KIOSKS, CHURCH,
   EVENING MARKETS, ETC.)
   ........................................................................................................................................................................

3.8 Please tell me the full names of (UP TO THREE) individuals in origin household
   ........................................................................................................................................................................

3.9 Please tell me the full names of (UP TO THREE) individuals in a household closest to your previous
   household ........................................................................................................................................................

RESPONDENT’S PARTICULARS AND OTHER INTERVIEW DETAILS

4.1 IS RESPONDENT THE PERSON WHO MOVED? (N=NO, Y=YES) [IF "Y" SKIP TO 4.7]

4.2 What is your **full** name?............................................................................................................................

4.3 DOES RESPONDENT STAY IN THIS HOUSEHOLD (N=NO; Y=YES) [IF NO, SKIP TO 4.5]

4.4 RESPONDENTS LINE NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD LISTING [SKIP TO 4.6]

4.5 RECORD ID OF ROOM WHERE RESPONDENT SLEEPS

4.6 What is your relationship to (NAME OF PERSON WHO MOVED)? (CODE SHEET A²)

4.7 RECORD COMMENTS ABOUT INTERVIEW OR PERSON WHO CHANGED RESIDENCE
   ........................................................................................................................................................................

4.8 RECORD END TIME

4.9 FW: YOU MUST RECORD ID OF SLEEPING ROOM WHERE (NAME) MOVED FROM

OFFICE/FIELD CHECKERS

5.1 FIELD SUPERVISOR/TEAM LEADER’S CODE

5.2 DATA ENTRY CLERK’S CODE